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Corporation (IIAC)’s will to share the changes and directions
of its eco-friendly management activities by creating new
opportunities derived from the future prospects of the natural
environment, based on its responsibilities regarding the issues
of climate change, energy conservation, and resources.
This report has been prepared with the focus on the vision,
strategic goals, and major businesses of IIAC, particularly in
relation to its energy, low-carbon and eco-friendly management.

Reporting Standard
This report has been prepared according to the international
sustainability guidelines of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Standards.
The report also complies with the ‘Environmental Report Guidelines’ of
the Ministry of Environment, ‘ISO26000’, UNGC, and ‘Guidance Manual
on Airport Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions Management’ of the
Airport Council International (ACI).
Reporting Period
This report has been compiled based on activities undertaken and
data obtained between January and December 2019. For some major
environmental management activities, data up until March 2020 are
included. The quantitative data of the past three years are included to
deepen the reader’s understanding of the prevailing trends.

For further details and inquiries about this report, please refer to IIAC website or contact the relevant department.
Add. Energy & Environment Group, Incheon International Airport Corporation, 47, Gonghang-ro 424beon-gil, Jung-gu, Incheon city, Republic of Korea (Postal code: 22382)
Tel. Energy Management Team +82 32-741-2804~5 / Environment Management Team +82 32-741-2644~5 Email. jh.choi@airport.kr / bumi@airport.kr Website. www.airport.kr
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ABOUT THIS REPORT
The ‘Green Report’ contains the Incheon International Airport

APPENDIX

Reporting Scope
The scope of the report covers the activities of all worksites, tenant
companies, partners, and customers of IIAC. Certain performances
and information that have not changed since the last reporting period
have also been included to facilitate the reader’s understanding.

Eco-design Process
This report has been produced using the three-step eco-design
process developed by IIAC to minimize potential environmental
pollution and reduce the waste of resources caused by the printing
process.

STEP 1

STEP 2

Planning

Design

Minimize the use of paper by
reducing paper margins.

- Limit spot/background color.
- Use eco-font that reduces
the use of ink by 35%.

STEP 3
Printing
- Use eco-friendly paper
and soy ink.
- Limit use of the vinyl
coating process.
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Dear valued stakeholders,

Thank you.

President & CEO
Incheon International Airport Corporation

Bon-Hwan Koo

APPENDIX

Dear IIAC stakeholders, we will continue to operate our airport in the most eco-friendly,
energy-friendly way possible as part of our devotion to maximizing social values in all
our business activities. In terms of environmentally-friendly business management, all
of us at IIAC will work hard to remain the Global First Mover that always takes the lead
in adopting innovations and creating new opportunities for the entire industry. We thank
you for your continuous interest and support. To reward your attention, we will continue
doing our utmost to make ever greater progress in our operations across the board at
IIAC.

FRIENDLY & PEOPLE

Under its new vision of becoming the ‘Leading Value Creator of the Global Airport
Industry’, IIAC is striving to transform itself into a completely energy self-sufficient
airport and achieve its eco-friendly management goal of becoming a ‘Globally Leading
Low Carbon, Eco-friendly Airport’ as early as possible. In February 2019, IIAC signed
a ‘Clean Airport Agreement’ with its five major ground handling companies to replace
all diesel-operated vehicles at the airport with eco-friendly EVs, thereby reaffirming the
shared commitment to building IIAC into one of the most eco-friendly airports in the
world. IIAC is also striving to increase its ratio of renewable energy to 20% by 2030 by
sharply increasing its dependency on solar and geothermal energy as well as fuel cells.
In order to respond to the ICAO’s emissions trading system, IIAC is working to establish
an efficient bio-jet fuel supply system that can reduce the generation of particulates and
carbon emissions significantly and to actively address global environmental issues.

FRIENDLY & ENERGY

In 2019, IIA emerged as a global mega hub airport whose operational capabilities are
recognized worldwide, serving over 70 million passengers per year for a cumulative
total of 700 million passengers. IIAC also successfully ran Kuwait International Airport
in 2019 under a commissioned management contract worth around KRW 140 billion,
opening a window of opportunity for its global expansion.

FRIENDLY & GREEN

Under its new vision of becoming
the ‘Leading Value Creator of the
Global Airport Industry’, Incheon
International Airport Corporation(IIAC)
is striving to become a completely
energy self-sufficient airport and
achieve its eco-friendly management
goal of becoming a ‘Globally Leading
Low Carbon, Eco-friendly Airport’.

In the relatively short period since it opened its doors back in 2001, Incheon
International Airport (IIA) has grown into the one of the world’s top five airports by setting
a new standard for global airport services, with all its members working tirelessly to
make the gateway to the Republic of Korea a source of national pride.

INTRODUCTION

CEO M E S SAG E
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INTRODUCTION

Company Overview

FRIENDLY & GREEN

IIAC is committed to facilitating air transportation and developing the national economy through the construction,
management, and operation of Incheon Airport.

Leading
Value Creator

Performance of Flights and Transportations

No. of
Flights
399,000

No. of
Passengers
70.58 million

Cargo
Volume
2.764 million tons

Key Milestones

6 Main
Goals

No. of
Transfer Passengers
839 million

Category

2017

2018

2019

No. of Flights (thousands)

335

381

399

No. of Passengers (10,000 persons)

6,152

6,768

7,058

Amount of Cargo (1,000 tons)

2,922

2,952

2,764

802

839

No. of Transfer Passengers (10,000 persons) 732

No. 1 in the world in ATU

Hub of Northeast Asia
connecting the world

Strengthening connectivity of the
Northeast Asia network

Innovating airport operation with the
Fourth Industrial Revolution

Providing differentiated smart services and the
best experience for customers

Contribution of KRW 55 trillion to the
national economy

A safe, problem-free airport

Uncompromising safety and facility
management for the people’s happiness

Contribution to employment of
1.01 million people

Sustainable management
growing together

Based on public values and
creative innovation

World top tier in airport services
Zero accidents

Cumulative total of 700 million passengers at
Incheon International Airport

Opened Terminal 2 of Incheon
International Airport

Won operational consulting
project of Istanbul Airport

Began construction of
Terminal 2

Constructed concourse
and step 2

Operated CAT-Ⅲ B for the
first time in Asia

Creation of performance for future industry,
realization a hub of industrial convergence

APPENDIX

Global Airport Industry

Promoting new growth
industries of the future

FRIENDLY & PEOPLE

Vision 2030

IIAC will develop the airport economic zone and lead future
business innovations by focusing on the intrinsic values of an
airport, such as efficient operation and passenger safety, in
order to leap forward to becoming a global business
specializing in airport management, ranking No. 1 in Airport
Throughput Units (ATU) and posting sales of KRW 5 trillion by
2030. In this way IIAC will position itself at the center of industrial
convergence and the national economy, reaching far beyond its
role as a mere airport operator.

Sales of KRW 5 trillion

No. of Flights 399,000

May. 1996

Mar. 2001

Sep. 2003

Began construction of Terminal 1

Mar. 2006

Jun. 2008

Opened the Incheon Airport
Free Trade Zone

Feb. 2009

Sep. 2013

Dec. 2014

Won the first overseas project
(Operator of Iraq Airport)

Jun. 2015

Listed in the Global Travelers
Hall of Fame

Dec. 2017

Jan. 2018

Global No. 1 in the ACI’s ASQ survey
for 12 consecutive years

May. 2018

Aug. 2019

Won contract for the operation service
of Kuwait Airport Terminal 4.
Opening of Korea’s first duty-free
shops in the Arrivals Hall

Nov. 2019
Began Stage 4 construction work

Key Indicators of Incheon Airport

0

1

Zero problems with
NAVAIDS

No. 1 in the world
airport service evaluation
for 12 consecutive years

st

5

th

No. 5 in the world in
international passenger
transportation

6

times

Winner of the
World’s Best Transit
Airport Award 6 times

11

times

Winner of the
Best Airport in the World
11 times

14 29
countries

Spreading its expertise in airport
management throughout the world

projects

24

hours

Free transfer and convenience
facility service

85 61 700
191
airlines

countries

shops

Prestigious Korean and
international brands

destinations

Global air network

FRIENDLY & ENERGY

Vision & Strategy
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INTRODUCTION

2019 HIGHLIGHTS

FRIENDLY & GREEN

Major Achievements in 2019 at a glance
The Top 6 Business Performances of Incheon International Airport Corporation in 2019

FRIENDLY & ENERGY

Exceeded 70 million passengers per year

Realizing an unrivalled smart airport

2,055

88

839

276
170

246

52

2002

2019

2002

Passenger

2019

2002

Cargo

2019

2002

Transfer

Smart Service
Tangible public services including
a location-based service and voice
recognition

04

Reducing boarding time with the world’s first ‘Hands-Free Travel model’

2019
Airlines

Arrival at airport → Departure

2018
28 minutes 13 seconds

2019
25 minutes 53 seconds

Reduced by 2 minutes 20 seconds

Began Stage 4 construction work

Zero-Stop, Zero-Accident of the Navigation Aid System

A great leap forward to becoming one of the Global TOP 3
The world’s first airport equipped with 2 terminals capable of
handling 50 million passengers
Passenger Accommodation Capacity

CHEON
IN

02

Smart Operation
An intelligent airport equipped with
the latest Industry 4.0 technology

1.18 million

1.1 million

Flight delays: 25%↓
1.06 million

1 million

05

0.85 million

2018

21,943 delays

2019

16,492 delays

Zero aviation accidents and non-stop operation of the NAVAIDS system
during the entire 19 years since the opening of the airport

Dubai

Istanbul

Incheon

Hong Kong

Singapore

Opened duty-free shops in the Arrivals Hall

Achieved surplus for 16 consecutive years

Realizing a ‘stable growth structure’ by creating a surplus
for 16 consecutive years since 2004
Unit: KRW 100 million

03

Increase/Decrease

Sales

5,541

28,265

+5.1 times

Operating Profit

1,481

12,898

+8.7 times

Net income

△1,032

8,634

+ KRW 970 billion

Debt ratio

166%

32.0%

-134%p

06
+970 billion won

Redistribution of profits to the public
Donation of KRW 6.1 billion in
2019 Contribution of KRW 3 billion
to a fund for a scholarship loan program

2019

+8.7 times

Operation together with SMEs
Daily sales: KRW 180 million
(on average)

2002 (Initial stage)

+5.1 times

Passenger convenience
Number of visits to duty-free
shops in the Arrivals Hall: 260,000
(cumulative)

Division

APPENDIX

01

Smart Process
The new paradigm of the ‘3 No’s’
boarding system (No Documents,
No Baggage, No Queuing)

FRIENDLY & PEOPLE

International flight, Unit: 10,000 persons/10,000 tons

7,058

FRI E N DLY & G R E E N
IN C H EON IN TE R N ATION A L AIRPORT CORPORATION GREEN REPORT 2020

Pursuing Eco-friendly Management
Eco-friendly Management Vision and Strategy
Eco-friendly Management Implementation System
Key Certifications and Awards
Sharing Green Values
Creating an Eco-friendly Airport
Improving the Airport Environment
Experiencing Eco-friendly Airport
Reinforcing Environmental Resource Management
Advancing the Environmental Monitoring System
Minimizing Environmental Impacts
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INTRODUCTION

Pursuing Eco-friendly Management

FRIENDLY & GREEN

Energy Management
Implementation System

GHG Reduction & Energy Conservation
Promotion Committee

IIAC formed a company-wide organization to implement
systematic and efficient energy management. The GHG
Reduction & Energy Conservation Promoting Committee works
as a consultant and advisor to the CEO, supports prompt
decision-making, and performs tasks through the Energy
Management Team. Moreover, the Energy Management
Working Committee under the Energy Management Team
conducts practical activities related to energy management
and conservation.

In accordance with the Energy Use Rationalization Act of the
Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy (MOTIE), IIAC operates a
decision-making body in the GHG and energy fields. The GHG
& Energy Conservation Promoting Committee is composed
of a chairperson (currently, IIAC’s vice-president), a vicechairperson, an assistant administrator, and eight departmental
heads. In 2019, the committee was held biannually as the
consulting organization directly under the CEO to analyze and
discuss the implementation plans and performances of the
low-carbon eco-friendly management tasks.

Organizational Chart of Energy Management

Organizational Chart of GHG Reduction & Energy
Conservation Promoting Committee

IIAC is consolidating the value of eco-friendly management and faithfully fulfilling its intrinsic duty of ensuring safe operation of the airport
as a Leading Value Creator. With its highly advanced eco-friendly management strategies, IIAC is being reborn as the hub airport
of Northeast Asia, promoting new growth industries and connecting the world by implementing detailed strategies established in
accordance with future megatrends, such as the improvement of energy efficiency, the use of low-carbon new and renewable energy,
and the minimization of environmental impacts.

Strategic and Implementation Tasks

VISION

A Globally Leading
Low-carbon /
Eco-friendly Airport

4 Main Implementation Strategies

Advancing
eco-friendly
management

Improving
energy
efficiency

Expanding
low-carbon
operations

Strengthening
environmental
resources
management

Reinforce the eco-friendly management system
Secure GHG emission rights / ISO50001 certification renewal /
Advance the energy management system
Integrated energy management system
Run the GHG reduction & Energy Conservation Promoting Committee /
Strengthen the energy management guidance for partners and tenants
Increase education and promotions
Terminal energy conservation campaign /
Install a promotional booth at eco-friendly exhibitions
Improve energy consumption efficiency
Energy diagnosis / Replace freezers / LED 100% (by 2020)
Build an eco-friendly airport
Improve the landscape in and around the airport /
Promote 4-stage construction of a green airport
Expand the introduction of new and renewable energy
Expand the use of photovoltaic power generation facilities
Expand the eco-friendly traffic system
Introduce eco-friendly vehicles in IIAC / Expand the infrastructure of electric
vehicle charging stations for ground handling companies /
Promote hydrogen vehicles and fuel stations
Reduce the GHG emissions of aircraft
Operate low-carbon green parking ramps /
Replace domestic AC-GPS / Replace domestic PC-Air
Carbon offset program
Execute voluntary agreements / Local community contribution /
Expand the carbon mileage system
Environmental monitoring of resource circulation
Reduce pollution by expanding and monitoring the recycling of wastes
Create eco-friendly spaces
Improve the terminal landscape /
Execute a complex culture creation project
Minimize the airport’s environmental impacts
Build an eco-friendly airport by managing the environmental
impact of construction projects

[ CEO ] President

[ Chairperson ]
Executive Vice-President

GHG Reduction &
Energy Conservation
Promoting Committee
Energy Management Deputy
Energy Management Team

Executive of Director of
Energy & Environment
Department
EnMS Department

Energy Management Working Committee

Energy Protector

Plant Maintenance Team /
Mechanical Maintenance Team / Airport
Electrical Team / Terminal Electrical
Team / BHS Operations Team / Elevator
Services & PBB Control

All IIAC departments,
subcontractors,
subsidiaries, tenants

[ Assistant Administrator ]
Executive Director of
Energy & Environment
Group

[ Vice-chairperson ]
Vice President of Facilities
O&M Division

Executive Director
of HR and Labor
Relations
Group

Executive Director
of Concessions
Development
Group

Executive Director
of Terminal Facilities
Planning Group

Executive Director
of Aerodrome
Operations
Group

Executive Director
of Airport
Facilities Group

Executive Director
of BHS Operations
Group

Executive Director
of Smart Airport
Group

Energy Management Working Committee
IIAC established the Energy Management Working Committee to ensure a systematic response to the Emissions Trading Scheme and
to build an effective energy management system to that end. Composed of the staff of key energy-related departments, the working-level
committee identifies IIAC’s performances related to energy consumption and reduction, and shares plans for saving energy and reducing
energy consumption. In 2019, the committee conducted education and training on the ISO50001 certification system and management
for working-level employees of IIAC and its partner companies and subsidiaries as well as for the employees in charge of the energy
management system with the aim of improving their practical skills in the area of energy certification.

APPENDIX

4 Main Implementation Strategies and 12 Strategic Tasks

FRIENDLY & PEOPLE

Eco-friendly Management Implementation System

FRIENDLY & ENERGY

Eco-friendly Management Vision and Strategy

14
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IIAC has published its annual ‘Green Report’ since 1999 to promote its climate change
response strategies and its low-carbon eco-friendly management performance. IIAC
Green Report won the Platinum award in the Vision Awards held by the US LACP for 6
consecutive years from 2013 to 2018, thereby earning recognition for its globally leading
low-carbon eco-friendly management. The Green Report is distributed to domestic and
overseas institutions, public libraries, etc. to promote its best practices in eco-friendly
management.

Recertification of ACI Airport Carbon Accreditation Level 3

Participating in the 2019 Korea Energy Show

In 2019, IIAC renewed the Airport Carbon Accreditation (ACA) Level 3 through continuous
management of the ACA Level 3 evaluation items. In 2014, IIAC became the first Korean
company to acquire Level 3, the highest level, in the ACA of Airports Council International (ACI).
The renewal of Level 3 is recognition of IIAC’s systematic and rational maintenance of its lowcarbon eco-friendly management system. IIAC will continue to meet the respective requirements
and expectations of its stakeholders and conduct low-carbon eco-friendly management
activities in order to reduce the airport’s carbon emissions.

IIAC participated in the ‘2019 Korea Energy Show’ hosted by the Ministry of Trade, Industry
and Energy in order to expand the use of new and renewable energy, share its eco-friendly
management performance, and realize social values. IIAC built and operated its own PR
booth to use the exhibition as an opportunity to position itself as a win-win cooperation
organization by enhancing its corporate image as a ‘Green Airport, Global IIAC’, introducing
specialized energy technologies and expanding green business exchanges with those
in charge of purchasing in the public and private sectors. In addition, IIAC was able to
publicize its eco-friendly transportation infrastructure, including EV and hydrogen fueled
cars, and to upgrade its status as a channel of communication with the public.

ACI ACA Certification

Operation of the Energy Management System (ISO50001)

Expected Effects of Introducing the Energy Management System
Visualizing energy consumption
and efficiency
Effective and continuous work improvement.

Improving the standard of
energy management activities
(Purchase, plan, use, etc.)

Improvement of energy consumption
Reduction of costs, improved efficiency, and
mitigation of environmental impacts.

ISO50001 Certification

Measuring energy consumption
GHG reduction activities and response to
the Emissions Trading Scheme.

At the end of 2019, IIAC successfully held the ‘Kids Forest Campaign Together with IIAC’
in order to contribute to the protection of endangered native species of plants and to assist
people who are particularly vulnerable to fine dust. During the event, held in the Millennium
Hall of Terminal 1, IIAC ran various experience programs including making mobiles with
Korean fir tree wood and sharing eco-friendly coffee, and also held a signboard hanging
ceremony to support the formation of an eco-friendly class forest in the Incheon Boramae
Children’s Center, which is one of the children’s centers in Yeongjongdo Island. IIAC is also
planning to plant Korean fir trees and erect a memorial stone in the Endangered Species
Restoration Forest of the Baekdu Arboretum to realize social values and fulfill its social
responsibility through its love of the natural environment.

Kids Forest Campaign
together with IIAC

Regular Environmental Maintenance and Purification Activities
Every year, IIAC conducts environmental maintenance and purification events. In 2019,
it collected garbage and cleaned the environment mainly in regions where garbage
dumping is prevalent. In particular, IIAC is making efforts to maintain a clean and pleasant
environment in the reservoir to the south of Incheon Airport and at the beaches in Incheon.

Operation of the Environmental Management System (ISO14001)
IIAC was the first airport operator to acquire ISO14001 in 1998 during the construction of
Incheon International Airport. Since the opening of the airport, we had additional certification
in the field of airport operation and maintained until now. We will continue to improve our
environmental management by complying fully with the ISO standards, including the setting of
environmental targets, assessment of key environmental impacts, and internal environmental
evaluation and education. In addition, we will maintain the credibility of our environmental
management system by conducting an annual follow-up management evaluation and a triennial
recertification evaluation.

2019 Korea Energy Show PR Booth

Holding the ‘Kids Forests Campaign’

IIAC became the first airport in the world to acquire the pilot certification of ISO50001 in February
2012, receiving the official certification in June 2014. Following our continuous efforts to reduce
energy consumption and GHG emissions, we were able to complete the follow-up certification
assessment in May 2018. IIAC is striving to manage its energy and GHG reduction activities and
to fulfill its responsibilities under the GHG and Energy Target Management Scheme.

Improvement of energy consumption
Reduction of costs, improved efficiency, and
mitigation of environmental impacts.

2019 Green Report

APPENDIX

As a result of the implementation of the mid- and long-term strategies of IIAC, which aims to
become a low-carbon eco-friendly airport, Terminal 2 received Green Level 1 of the Green
Building Certification. Terminal 2 is an eco-friendly building designed with green lighting,
ventilation, and insulation. Its energy efficiency was increased by 40% compared to Terminal 1
by installing high-efficiency LED lighting, by using new and renewable energy and Environmental
Product Declaration (EPD) certified products, and by transforming more than 26% of its entire
area into green spaces.

FRIENDLY & PEOPLE

Publication of the Green Report

Environmental Maintenance and
Purification Activities

ISO14001 Certification

FRIENDLY & ENERGY

Terminal 2 Acquired the Highest Level of Green Building Certification

FRIENDLY & GREEN

Sharing Green Values

INTRODUCTION

Key Certifications & Awards
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INTRODUCTION

Creating an Eco-friendly Airport

FRIENDLY & GREEN

Improving the Airport Environment

From September 16 to November 15, 2019, IIAC improved the landscape of the pond area (including the passageway on the second
floor), which is in the center of the ground floor of the traffic center of Terminal 1, in order to increase the satisfaction of airport users. A
much smoother natural landscape was created by planting 16,160 flower trees of 14 species - including chrysanthemums, Siberian
chrysanthemums, and pink muhlies - in the plaza in front of the ground floor of the traffic center and by paving the ground with granite
plate stone. In addition, the unique flame grass is receiving a favorable response from overseas visitors who are the main users of
the Airport Railroad. Moreover, 24 colorful Phaelenopsis flowerpots have been installed in the passageway on the second floor to
brighten the atmosphere of the previously dark passageway. As a result, the new garden in the pond area has acquired a vibrant new
atmosphere.

Green Airport
Eco Airport
Smart Airport

CONCEPT

Leading
low-carbon
eco-friendly
airport culture

Improving the Landscape near the Airport

A nature-friendly space in harmony with nature
An eco-friendly space that uses new & renewable energy
A smart space built with ICT technologies

Green Airport
With the construction of Terminal 2 of Incheon International Airport, landscaped spaces
were formed at the key points to the east and west of the Q-Tip area. A courtyard was
positioned to the east and west respectively. Airline passengers and other visitors to
the airport can enjoy their leisure time at the rest and relaxation space in the garden
provided for the comfort of airport users. IIAC will realize a truly eco-friendly Green
Airport by implementing Stage 4 construction projects.

Green Airport
Vision and Strategies

Sustainable
Eco-friendly Airport

APPENDIX

Terminal 2 of Incheon International Airport was built entirely according to environmentalfriendly design and construction concepts. As a ‘Green Airport’, a large-scale indoor
garden has been created, and the walls have been forested in order to create vertically
connected green spaces. From the perspective of a sustainable and eco-friendly ‘Eco
Airport’, photovoltaic power generation facilities have been installed on the terminal roof,
while natural lighting floods in through the large-scale ceiling and louver. In addition, it
was built as a low energy using terminal based on an energy-saving exterior design, and
carbon emissions are efficiently managed by CO2 emissions reduction devices and the
GHG inventory. As a safe and convenient ‘Smart Airport’, Incheon Airport’s Terminal
2 is a high-tech building equipped with the latest information and communications
technology (ICT) including digital signage.

Airport with Life
Airport with Rest

1

Maximize the volume of green spaces.

5

Offer culture-based relaxation spaces.

2

Create eco-friendly ecological basis and experience spaces.

6

Use water resources.

3

Expand sources of pollution absorption.

7

Maximize regional identity.

4

Establish buildings with life.

8

Create the Green Way.

IIAC began to improve the landscape around Terminal 1 with the aim of creating an
attractive vista for airport users and forming a regional tourist attraction, with a particular
focus on expanding natural spaces and improving the landscape environment. Most
notably, the Sky Garden was redeveloped to display a panorama of canola flowers in
spring and cosmos flowers in fall. Various convenience facilities such as a two-story
lookout shed, parasols, rocking chairs and an observatory and trees have also been
installed. Free entrance to the space increased access and positioned it as a new
attraction on Yeongjong Island. Now, more and more residents of the local community,
airport users and tourists are visiting the space, which in turn is contributing to an
increase of the social values of the community and economic development.

FRIENDLY & PEOPLE

Improving the Landscape of the Pond Area in the T1 Traffic Center

FRIENDLY & ENERGY

Terminal 2, a sustainable eco-friendly airport

Number of Users of Sky Garden
Unit: persons

Category

2018

2019

Cosmos Flower Garden

74,382

91,146

Canola Flower Garden

9,980

27,228

Total

84,362 118,374

18
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INTRODUCTION

Experiencing Eco-friendly Airport

Departure for the airport
Carbon reduction and energy saving through eco-friendly traffic facilities.

FRIENDLY & ENERGY

The experience of a low-carbon eco-friendly airport begins on the way to the airport. Smart services for passengers are provided
through the eco-friendly traffic system equipped with the latest ICT technology amid a nature-friendly airport environment from the
moment they arrive at the airport to their departure time. The airport environment improvement project, which has required continuous
investment in efforts to reduce fine dust, noise, carbon emissions among other nuisances, meets the expectations and requirements of
all domestic and international users. Incheon International Airport is rapidly becoming Korea’s first global leader of eco-friendly airports,
positioning itself as a safe and IoT technology-based smart airport.

FRIENDLY & GREEN

A New Experience Beginning in an Eco-friendly Airport

Using the airport facilities
High-efficiency, eco-friendly airport facilities
· Installation of high-efficiency LED lighting.
· Optimization of energy use through passive design.
· Using new and renewable energy such as PV
and geothermal power generation.
· Minimization of environmental impacts through heavy
water and resource recycling facilities.

Clean and nature-friendly airport environment
· Pleasant environment created by indoor air quality
monitoring and air-conditioning facilities.
· Green Airport infrastructure comprising a green indoor
landscape and garden.
· Convenient passenger services provided through high-tech
digital equipment including a smart concierge.

Waiting to board flight
Effective passenger system
· Optimization of passenger system including reduction of waiting time via A-CDM.
· Reduction of GHG emissions through aircraft ground power supply devices
and air-conditioning/heating supply devices.
· Minimization of ground mobilization by running green parking ramps.

Departure
Shared growth with the local community
· Minimization of operation of noisy aircraft.
· Regular assessments of noise impact
according to flights.

APPENDIX

Green and natural landscape near the airport.

FRIENDLY & PEOPLE

Arrival at the airport
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Reinforcing Environmental Resource Management

FRIENDLY & GREEN

Advancing the Environmental Monitoring System

Incheon International Airport has minimized the 24-hour aircraft noise impact area by designing an offshore airport and operates the
self-monitoring system in order to reduce noise. Twenty noise monitoring stations have been established to conduct real-time noise
management, and noise monitoring vehicles are used in areas where no monitoring stations have been installed. Based on the results
of noise measurements, we run the ‘Aircraft Noise Reduction Committee’ to discuss ways of reducing noise, and have been able to
replace noisy aircraft with low-noise ones. Moreover, IIAC gives commissions to external agencies to conduct an aircraft noise impact
analysis every five years so as to enhance the credibility of the measurement and discloses the results of the analysis on its homepage
and via its noise information system.

Environmental Monitoring System
Environmental
Management Office

Incheon International Airport (AMOS, ITS)
Incheon City, MOE, Ministry of Land,
Infrastructure and Transport

Aircraft noise
monitoring stations
(20 units)

Air quality
monitoring Stations
(3 generals, 3 constructions)

Indoor air quality
monitoring stations
(6 units)

Water quality
monitoring stations
(2 units)

Resources
classification
treatment facility

Flight track information

Weather information

Flight navigation information

Mobile monitoring station using
environmental monitoring
vehicles

Air, water quality, and
pollutant emission
facilities

Real-time Environmental Monitoring Facilities

Kanghwa
(Sekmo)

IIAC is implementing its policies to improve the general quality of the atmospheric environment in the airport area by actively responding
to the environmental laws and policies of the government in order to reduce fine dust emissions, which can affect the operation of
the airport by delaying the takeoff and landing of aircraft. In particular, we have strengthened management of the sources of fine dust
emission at the airport, taken measures to reduce fine dust caused by older diesel cars, encouraged operating companies to establish
plans to improve air quality voluntarily, and established and implemented plans to measure the exhaust emissions of cars in and
around the airport and to ban cars which exceed the allowable exhaust standard. In addition, IIAC has adopted the policy of alternateday driving of cars from December to March, which is the period with the highest concentration of fine dust. IIAC executives and
employees who use the parking lots of Terminal 1 and Terminal 2 are required to drive on alternate days to reduce fine dust emissions.

Indoor Air Quality Measurement and Management
● Noise monitoring stations (20 units)
● Air quality monitoring stations (3 units)
● Fine dust monitoring stations at construction site (1 unit)
● Water quality monitoring stations (2 units)
● Indoor air quality monitoring stations (3 units)

Kanghwa
(Yangdo)

Improving the Atmospheric Environment by Responding to High Concentrations of Fine Dust

IIAC has installed 34 indoor air quality meters at 6 spots in Terminal 1, Terminal 2 and the concourse to conduct
real-time monitoring of indoor air quality. The measurement results are transparently shared through our
homepage and with other institutions including Incheon Metropolitan City. Furthermore, IIAC has introduced
a fine dust alarm system and conducted training on the system as well as strengthening the standard for the
replacement of the filters of air conditioners.

Terminal 1

Kanghwa (Hwado)
Jangbong
(Ongam)
Jangbong
(West) Jangbong
(East)

Modo
(North) Sido

Magnified map of airport

Modo
(South)

Sindo

No. 1 airstrip (northern)
No. 3 airstrip (northern)

Terminal 2
construction site

Eulwang-dong
Northern lagoon

Nambuk-dong 1
Nambuk-dong 2
Deokgyo-dong
South lagoon

Muuido

New town

Terminal 2
Free Trade Area

Airport area
No. 1 airstrip south
No. 3 airstrip south

Concourse

Terminal 1

Incheon International Airport Air Environment Management
Mobile source
pollution

We minimize air pollutants by exploring and solving issues identified by regular monitoring
of mobile sources caused by aircraft and ground support facilities.

Point source
pollution

Resource recovery facility

Combined heat and power plant

We have installed various facilities and
devices to treat emissions from the
incineration facility, including carbon
absorbers, dust collectors and catalytic
converters, in order to control pollutants by
operating Clean Plant.

We use liquefied natural gas (LNG), a clean
fuel that does not generate air pollutants. As
for emergency fuel, we only use low-sulfur
diesel to minimize the generation of dust and
sulfur.

Concourse

Terminal 2

Pictures showing the
points in the Terminals and
Concourse where indoor air
quality is measured on a
regular basis.

APPENDIX

IIAC operates the environmental monitoring system to keep track of environmental changes at the airport and its surroundings caused
by the overall operation and construction of the airport according to standards that are stricter than the legal requirements. In particular,
air quality, aircraft noise, water quality, and indoor air quality are monitored on a 24-hour basis mainly by the departments in charge of
environmental quality measurement in the airport area and facility management. The data received from each measurement station
and monitoring system are analyzed in real time at the environmental management office situated in the Airport Integrated Control
Center (AICC). Other activities related to the management of environmental problems include the operation of the remote system of
monitoring water discharged by the water treatment facility, observance of the regulations on the treatment of waste oil from deicer,
regular water quality inspections, and the prevention of the sources of pollution by examining major waterways in the airport. We will
continue striving to make a totally safe airport environment and achieve sustainable development.

FRIENDLY & PEOPLE

Noise Control

FRIENDLY & ENERGY

Operating the Environmental Monitoring System and Minimizing Environmental Impacts
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Minimizing Environmental Impacts

IIAC manages chemical substances systematically by identifying hazardous chemicals
during comprehensive inspections and reducing the amount of hazardous ones. We provide
material safety data sheets (MSDS) to each worksite and comply with the relevant regulations,
concentrating all our strength on the prevention of chemical accidents. In addition, we
are removing hazardous asbestos materials from certain facilities based on the asbestos
management plan. In order to offer a pleasant environment to employees and passengers
alike, every six months we conduct risk assessments of all buildings that may contain asbestos
materials as a means of creating a clean and healthy environment for everyone. Lastly, we
prevent the use of asbestos materials in the construction or repair of any new or old buildings at
the airport.

69

%
2019

62%
2018

Recycling rate of wastes

Resource Recovery Facility and Resource Classified Treatment Facility
Airport Ice Removal/Prevention*
IIAC has installed de-icing pads on 25 units located to the south of the flight terminal, north of
the aircraft hangar, and south/north of the cargo terminal to minimize the environmental impact
caused by the ice removal process in winter. The ice removal solution wastes are treated
by an external treatment agency after being transferred to storage tanks, and inspections
are conducted on an ad-hoc/regular basis to prevent environmental impacts. In 2019, we
conducted the global standard Ice Removal/Prevention Education necessary for accumulation
of professional capacity of ice removal and prevention for the first time in Korea.

Water Resources Management

Biodiversity

IIAC runs the wastewater reclamation and reuse facility to preserve water resources and the
marine environment. Here, up to 30,000 tons of sewage generated by the passenger terminals
and auxiliary facilities are reclaimed each day using the MSBR biological treatment method for
recycling. Moreover, we have set a strict internal standard and achieved a higher target in terms
of environmental, hygienic, and aesthetic standards. As a result, we are contributing to water
and environmental preservation through various economic effects, including reducing costs
by replacing aged waterworks, generating profits from the sales of reclaimed water, obtaining
exemptions from water supply fees, leading the trend towards minimizing pollutant emissions,
and a promoting virtuous cycle of water consumption and recycling.

IIAC has conducted quarterly follow-up environmental impact assessments such as the off-/
on-shore ecosystem survey and identified various endangered species including the narrowmouthed toad, wildcat, Mongolian Racerunner, Bekko Tombo, Eurasian Hobby, and East
Palearctic butterfly. We will continue with our efforts to preserve and protect the ecosystem by
transferring endangered species and/or natural monuments to new habitats, conducting 3-year
follow-up monitoring, and submitting damage prevention measures to the relevant institutions.

*Refers to the job of removing ice stuck on the fuselage and wings of an airplane and coating them with a
special liquid to prevent the formation of ice during flight.

3,680,135㎥
Volume of reused heavy water

Heavy Water Treatment and Usage System

Others
Swamp landscape
20.4%

Source of wastewater

· Aircraft
· International business complex
· Terminal
· Inflight meal facilities
· General facilities

Heavy water
facility

· Industrial water
· Cleaning
· Toilets
· Firefighting
· Landscape

9.4%

Municipal

37.4%

Reuse of
Heavy Water
by Type

Industrial
32.8%

APPENDIX

After sorting the wastes, recyclable materials are processed depending on their types, and
combustible wastes are incinerated. We recover waste heat generated during incineration
to treat and use such emissions as nitrogen oxide (NOx) and sulfur oxide (SOx) in order to
minimize their environmental impacts. Moreover, we share the real-time emissions status
with the local community through the smokestack tele-monitoring system (TMS). In addition,
by running the resources classified treatment facility, we conduct integrated management
encompassing the weighing, separation, sorting, storage and release of about 30 types of
irrecoverable general wastes. In 2018, we expanded the facility to boost the recycling and
effective management of more diverse wastes. In 2019, the volume of waste treatment
increased by 19% and the recycling rate rose by 9% compared to 2018.

FRIENDLY & PEOPLE

Incheon International Airport is doing its utmost to recycle resources in order to create a naturefriendly airport. All wastes are treated through the airport resource recovery facility, heavy water
treatment facility, and resources classified treatment facility. IIAC treats different types of wastes
through recycling, incineration, and landfill in accordance with the relevant legal regulations of
the MOE. All wastes treated through the resources classified treatment facility are managed
under the integrated wastes operation system. We weigh, sort, and store wastes by type, after
which they are managed by a specialized agency according to their materials and properties.
During the external waste treatment service, we prioritize the recycling of wastes according to
the internal eco-friendly policy.

FRIENDLY & ENERGY

Hazardous Chemicals Management

FRIENDLY & GREEN

Waste Management

FRI E N DLY & E N E R GY
IN C H EON IN TE R N ATION A L AIRPORT CORPORATION GREEN REPORT 2020

Energy Management
Integrated Energy Management System
Strengthening the Basis for Energy Independence
Improving Energy Conservation & Efficiency
Shared Growth with the Local Community & Relevant Institutions
Low-carbon Operation
Carbon Neutral Activities
Aircraft GHG Reduction
Establishing Eco-friendly Traffic System
Carbon Footprint of Incheon International Airport
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Energy Management

FRIENDLY & GREEN

Integrated Energy Management System

The Building Energy Management System (BEMS) is used to share real-time data on the airport’s consumption of power and heat.
Using the energy usage data acquired through the energy management system, IIAC explores waste energy consumption areas
by analyzing various energy consumption patterns and prepares energy-saving strategies. We have set plans for optimal energy
use through the BEMS located in the airport administration office and power generation building A in order to analyze the energy
consumption data. We have also established the BEMS in major buildings of Terminal 2 to ensure the effective and stable operation of
the airport and to maintain the heat source and conditioning system and the power and lighting system.

Indoor temperature is operated and managed mainly by the GHG Reduction & Energy Conservation Promoting Committee based
on the results of its analysis of the likely energy supply and demand in the future. IIAC strives to ensure the reasonable use of energy,
maintain its services for airport users, and minimize the waste of energy, thereby achieving reducing energy consumption and creating
a more pleasant environment simultaneously.

Power Area

Renewable energy
monitoring system
Machinery &
Facilities Area

Power transformation

Power control
SCADA

HVAC
auto-control

Collects electricity
consumption data

Collects heavy/hot
water data
and heat data

Remote
metering

Collects energy
consumption data
of power generation
building A

Air-conditioning

Heating

Passenger facilities incl. flight terminal/concourse

26˚C or higher

20˚C or lower

Lamps Measure the power
consumption of lamps and electric
heat by floor level

Office facilities incl. administration office/other facilities

28˚C or higher

18˚C or lower

Lighting circuits Measure by
lighting circuits of panel boards

Management of Power Supply by Risk Level

Air-conditioners, Heaters Measure
power facilities of air-conditioners and
heaters

IIAC has prepared measures for each level of a potential electricity supply crisis using its best crisis management ability. We have
classified the emergency circumstances of power supply and demand into 5 steps based on backup power, thus securing plans
for a disruption-free supply of power to the airport through a sequence of responsive measures, and we are continuously monitoring
the trend of energy consumption to assure and maintain the suitability of the system. Furthermore, we will maintain our excellent risk
management capability so as to ensure a disruption-free power supply by monitoring the operational system for changes in flight
demand and environmental resources.

Pumps Measure pumps of airconditioners and heaters

Energy management
system of power
generation building A

Place

Conditioners (ventilator) Measure
conditioners by floor level

Responsive Measures for Power Supply by Risk Level
Elevator Facility

Collects power
consumption data
of parking facilities

Elevators 10 units of watt-hour
meters of L/V facilities (new)

Level

Power reserve rate (10,000 kW)

Responsive Measures

Ready

500 ~ 400

· Economize lighting and lower temperature.
· Interrupt unnecessary power source.

Concern

400 ~ 300

· Spread power demand & supply crisis internally, sequentially operate heaters during peak times.
· Operate the emergency generator in power generation building B.
· Interrupt the lighting of passenger facilities and conditioning equipment on window sides.

Alert

300 ~ 200

· Operate the emergency generator in power generation building A, interrupt heaters in buildings.
· Turn off indirect lighting in passenger facilities and run conditioning equipment.

Warning

200 ~ 100

· Operate the emergency generator in the administration office/traffic center.
· Turn off direct lighting in the passenger facilities.

Severe

Lower than 100

· Maintain the ‘Warning’ level.

Terminal 2 – PV Monitoring System Connected to the Step 3 Integrated Energy Management System

Provide generated amount
PV monitoring system

BEMS integrated energy management

DLP CUBE (70〃x8)

Step 3 Airport Network

Remote monitoring/
control system of
electricity facilities

Lighting control
system

Remote metering
system

Uninterruptible power
supply (UPS) and battery
monitoring system

CCTV for monitoring
the electricity room
and UPS room

PV power
monitoring system

APPENDIX

Terminal 1 – Building Energy Management System

Indoor Temperature Standard

FRIENDLY & PEOPLE

Indoor Temperature Management

FRIENDLY & ENERGY

Operating the Building Energy Management System
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Strengthening the Basis for Energy Independence

Expanding PV Power Generation

As one of the new and renewable energy sources, geothermal power generation uses heat from the ground and underground or
temperature differences of groundwater. The geothermal power generation facility does not affect the building exterior and nearby
environment as it is installed underground, and this pollution-free energy source costs relatively less in terms of power generation.
IIAC operates 8,195kW geothermal power generation facilities in 7 spots around Terminal 2 and Business Management Office 2, and
5,752,682kWh of energy is supplied annually.

IIAC operates 6,842kW PV power generators in 14 places using idle sites around the airport, etc. This led to GHG reduction of
approximately 4,190tCO₂, coping effectively with climatic change every year. In particular, IIAC installed canopy structures on the
parking lot site of cargo terminal in 2019 to mount a 402kW PV power generator while resolving the inconveniences of users in bad
weather. We plan to pursue actively a transition of airport operational energy paradigm by introducing 23MW PV power generation
facilities by 2023 using idle sites such as parking lots.

PV and Geothermal Power Generator Installation

Geothermal Power Generation Facility

Geothermal Power System of Incheon International Airport

Machinery room
PV1 6,842kW (completed)
PV2 (to be installed)
Geothermal 8,195kW

Terminal 2

oles
50 h
m, 2
0
0
2

Machinery room
AHU

Underground 15℃

Summer

25℃

20℃

Winter

9℃

13℃

20
0m
,2
50

ho
les

HEAT PUMP

APPENDIX

Fuel cell power facility is an essential facility for the stabilization of electricity distribution and heat supply to group energy supply facilities.
Thus, IIAC is pursuing the construction of 40MW fuel cell power facility near the combined heat & power plant around the airport. In
particular, IIAC signed an agreement on the joint development of new and renewable energy with Korea Western Power (KOWEPO).
We applied the operational expertise of KOWEPO, a public institution specializing in power generation, to our airport operation. We
are reinforcing sustainable competitiveness continuously by changing the operational paradigm from energy consumption to energy
independence.

FRIENDLY & PEOPLE

With the implementation of the Stage 4 construction of Incheon Airport, which began in earnest in 2019, IIAC has expanded the
application of new and renewable energy in order to respond actively to the “Renewable Energy 3020 Performance Plan” of the
government and to leap forward to becoming an energy-independent airport. First, IIAC is taking the initiative in efficient energy use by
supplying 24% (obligatory supply ratio) of the expected energy requirement of new and extended buildings with new and renewable
energy. In addition, according to the plan to install a large capacity, IIAC expanded the capacity of installation of PV power generation
complex, fuel cell, and geothermal generation to 13,750kW as part of a company-wide effort to achieve the 20% target supply of
new and renewable energy by 2030. In doing so, IIAC will be able to save KRW 2.3 billion in electric charges and reduce GHG by
12,000tCO₂ yearly; thus contributing to the enhancement of its image as an eco-friendly airport.

FRIENDLY & ENERGY

Introduction of Fuel Cell Facilities

FRIENDLY & GREEN

Expanding the Application of New and Renewable Energy in the Stage 4 Construction Project
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Improving Energy Conservation & Efficiency
Improving Efficiency of Power Consumption by
Replacing Deteriorated Equipment

We have changed the existing lighting to LED since 2009, and
we were able to accomplish 97% of total replacement by 2019.
The Stage 4 construction project will also apply 100% LED
lighting. By 2020, we will change all lighting to LED for efficient
energy consumption as an eco-friendly airport.

IIAC has inspected facilities regularly on a yearly basis and
replaced deteriorated heating facilities and equipment such as
freezers, air conditioners, and pumps. We plan to replace lowefficiency equipment to identify factors of energy wastage and
improve them to enhance energy efficiency.
Equipment Replacement Results

As of end of 2019

Key Energy-using Departments
Category

Mechanical
Plant Maintenance
Maintenance Team
Team

BHS Operations
Team

Elevator Services
& PBB Control

Terminal
Electrical Team

Airport Electrical
Team

Total

1,044

612

408

202.2

478

22

4,260.2

Performance (TJ)

1,131.27

645.99

354.47

197

489.2

22

4,480.775

97%
Rate of changing to LED lighting

(As of end of 2019)

2019 Performance of Energy-saving Activities

Category

Facility improvement

Operation improvement
Electricity

Total

No.

16

24

40

Reduction effect (tCO₂)

2,006

6,522

8,528

Savings effect (KRW 1 million)

428

1,292

1,720

Investment (KRW 1 million)

5,873

195

6,068

Power Reduction
Amount (MWh/year)

CO₂Reduction Amount
(tCO₂/year)

Low-efficiency turbo
freezer replacement

11,224

5,233

Level 1 electric heat
pump (EHP) replacement

301.2

140.5

High-efficiency booster
pump installation

8.1

3.8

Installation of eco-friendly aeronautical ground light
IIAC has switched to LED aeronautical ground light for energy conservation and safe navigation of airplanes. 423 guide lights on the
taxiway and 84 flash lamps at the entrance of the runway have been replaced. The introduction of eco-friendly aeronautical ground
light will increase the visibility of pilots when the airplanes move on the ground and contribute to the creation of a Green Airport by
saving 462MWh of electricity yearly.

APPENDIX

Allocated (TJ)

289,700
Accumulated cases of
switching to LED lighting

Replacement of
Equipment

FRIENDLY & PEOPLE

Target and Performance of Key Energy-using Departments

FRIENDLY & ENERGY

IIAC conducts various energy-saving activities throughout the company including shifting to high-efficiency equipment and
economizing lighting and facilities after setting energy reduction targets for each department and identifying potential areas for energy
reduction. We are making diverse efforts to reduce energy consumption by using new and renewable energy and encouraging tenant
companies to save energy. We will continue these measures through the introduction of GHG emissions management system and
improvement of facility operation methods.

Switching to High-efficiency
LED Lighting

FRIENDLY & GREEN

Energy Management & Conservation
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Shared Growth with the Local Community & Relevant Institutions

Carbon-Neutral Activities

FRIENDLY & GREEN

Practicing Energy Sharing on Energy Day

Supporting the Carbon Offset Fund

IIAC held a special event on Energy Day (August 22) to share the value of sustainable
growth with energy-poor countries. With the participation of a total of 576 IIAC
employees and their families, IIAC conducted the ‘DIY Sunlight Lantern’ activity as part
of volunteer service for Global Village Starlight and Moonlight Sharing. The participants
personally assembled the sunlight lanterns to deliver 600 lanterns with messages and
stickers to a needy country (Vietnam). The participants also promised to save energy
and keep the records of practice. The event provided an opportunity to ponder on the
value of practicing energy sharing.

The carbon offset program was introduced in 2013 as part of corporate social responsibility. The carbon offset fund of IIAC is collected
from employees’ overseas business trips, global/domestic events, and ‘Sky Festival’ by converting the generated carbon emissions
into fund to use it to finance activities such as switching to LED lighting in childcare facilities.

Promoting an Alternative Project for Noise Impact Area and
Strengthening the Bond with Residents
IIAC implemented aircraft noise response projects for residents living in noise
impact areas. In particular, we installed soundproof and air-conditioning facilities and
subsidized the television license fees and AC electric bills by visiting each household
in noise response regions Bukdo-myeon and Yongyu-dong. Composed of aircraft
noise experts and resident representatives, the “Airport Noise Response Committee”
is operated to communicate with the residents regarding their grievance and requests
and to perform noise response and support projects. In 2019, we provided total
support of KRW 340 million for scholarship, socially vulnerable group, community
facilities, and local events. IIAC will keep striving to improve the living environment and
quality of life of local residents through continuous communication.

Supporting PV Power Generation for Children’s Welfare Foundation
In 2019, IIAC participated in the ‘Joint Donation Project by Related Organizations in Incheon Region’ hosted by the Korea Energy
Agency and supported PV power generation facility installation for the social groups that are short of energy. The project was part
of the Carbon Offset Program, which supports socially vulnerable groups for win-win growth with the local community. In 2019, IIAC
supported the installation of PV power generation equipment for a children’s welfare foundation in Michuhol-gu, Incheon. This led to
the cooperation of organizations related to Incheon to create social values in a virtuous cycle by expanding the local network.

APPENDIX

Devised to publicize the necessity of energy conservation and conduct the energy
conservation campaign, Energy Protector activities have been further reinforced.
IIAC appointed a total of 130 people from IIAC, partner companies, subsidiaries,
and tenants and conducted education programs related to environment-friendliness
and efficient use of energy in order to spread awareness of energy conservation.
The Energy Protectors improved their professional knowledge after participating in 2
workshops and other educational programs in 2019. They are improving awareness of
energy conservation through various activities in eco-friendly areas including surveying
the global trend of new & renewable energy and participating in eco-friendly fairs.

IIAC is making efforts for the improvement of energy welfare of socially vulnerable groups by conducting various social contribution
activities to grow together with the local community. In 2019, we supported the local residents with the PV power generation facility
in Ongjin-gun, paving of farm road, indoor village broadcasting facility, construction of a multipurpose hall, etc. IIAC is enhancing the
energy convenience of those in the blind spot of safety and welfare by subsidizing the TV license fee and electric charges during
summer and winter in regions that need noise reduction measures.

FRIENDLY & PEOPLE

Strengthening Energy Protector Activities Together with Stakeholders

Engaging in the Energy Network

FRIENDLY & ENERGY

Low-carbon Operation
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Aircraft GHG Reduction

IIAC endeavors to save energy and reduce GHG by using AirCraft Ground Power
Supply (AC-GPS), an eco-friendly device that provides power to aircraft without running
engines while parked in the ramp. Compared to the Auxiliary Power Unit (APU), which
is a power supply method through the self-running of aircraft engines, we can reduce
energy consumption by 98%. We are running 208 units of AC-GPS devices as of 2019,
and we plan to continue installing 55 additional units during the 4-step construction
project.
Status of operation of AC-GPS
Category

Enhanced Cost
Reduction and Safety

Concourse

C/D/E/F level

Terminal 2

C/D/E/F level

90kVA

71 sets

40 gates

16 sets

4 gates

52 sets

30 gates

69 sets

37 gates

We run air-conditioning/heating supply devices called Preconditioned-Air (PC-Air)
for the aircraft stationed in the apron in order to minimize the running time of aircraft
engines. We are operating 91 units of PC-Air devices as of 2019, and this led to
reductions in fuel consumption and GHG emissions.

Reduced Delays in Flight
Departure/Arrival

Enhanced Flight Traffic
Control Capability

Airport capacity expansion
Increase in resource allocation operation and
use by pre-identifying events
Enhancing the timeliness of flights
Enhancement of passenger satisfaction and
awareness
Relieving terminal congestion
Improvement of airport image and customer
service

Enhanced capacity of flight
traffic control tower
Reduction of flight route and runway
Operating the flexible
planning of departure
Mitigation of flight plans according to the
airport condition
Enhancing the efficiency of
flight traffic control
Reduction of work burden of flight
traffic control officer

Enhanced Prospect for Airport
Mobile-related Event

F level

Location

Operating PC-Air of Aircraft

Increased use of aircraft
Fuel reduction through planned operation of aircraft
Safe operation of flights
Sufficient resting of pilots and flight attendants
by complying with working hours
Aircraft, equipment, personnel, etc.
Optimization of resources management,
minimization of maintenance costs

A-CDM

C/D/F level

Quantity

Strengthening the emergency response capability
Enhancement of response capability based on
information sharing Preliminary actions by
anticipating potential incidents
Reducing environmental pollutant emissions
Effect of carbon emission reduction

Operating a Low-Carbon Green Apron
IIAC is operating a low-carbon green apron to relieve congestion on the air side. Operation of the green apron contributes to reduction
of fuel consumption and GHG emissions by minimizing the ground mobile routes of aircraft based on practical analysis of aprons and
runways according to flight routes. Route optimization is performed by setting the closest apron from the often used runways of each
flight. A total of 30 ‘low-carbon designated flights’ have been operated since the opening of Terminal 2, and we have reduced fuel by
29,905L and GHG by 131,424tCO₂.

Operation of A-SMGCS, Establishment of Follow the Greens
IIAC has minimized the voice communication of the controller through the advanced route
and guidance function -- one of the 4 major functions of A-SMGCS (Surface Movement
Guidance and Control System) -- and established the Follow the Greens operation system,
which guarantees the safety of airplanes and minimizes the time spent for the ground
movement of airplanes. A-SMGCS is an advanced control system that guides the airplane
to follow the guide lights using the data provided through the calculation of the system
path until the plane arrives at the destination. In particular, the system has introduced the
integrated Controller Working Positions (iCWP) and enabled integrated expression linked
to aeronautical lighting operation, A-CDM, and electronic strip through the direct collection
and processing of the data in A-SMGCS related to navigation. A-SMGCS is expected to
optimize the ground movement time of airplanes and reduce airplane fuel consumption by
18.48% and GHS emissions by 20% (source: Eurocontrol-SESAR Report p06.07.03).

APPENDIX

Terminal 1

Size

FRIENDLY & PEOPLE

A-CDM (Airport Collaborative Decision Making) is a system that forecasts the flight operation time and manages the target time based
on the comprehensive sharing of the travel time information managed by the people concerned including airport operators, control
towers, airlines, and operating companies. The system also enables managing information about flight departure/arrival, ground
travel, and operating status with milestone time information, sharing them with the relevant institutions, and responding to traffic flow.
Accordingly, we can optimize resources management with regard to fuel reduction, noise control, equipment, and personnel followed
by the increase in airport capacity, adjustment of departure plans, and reduction of flight waiting time. Thus, in 2018, we decreased
on-ground travel time by 53 seconds per flight compared to the previous year, reducing on-ground fuel consumption and improving
carbon emissions as a result.

FRIENDLY & ENERGY

Operating Ground Power Supply Device for Aircraft (AC-GPS)

FRIENDLY & GREEN

Optimizing Airport Operation through A-CDM
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Establishing Eco-friendly Traffic System

FRIENDLY & GREEN

Eco-friendly Traffic Infrastructure

Establishing Hydrogen Charging Infrastructure

As the center of flight and cargo transportation, Incheon International Airport is building eco-friendly traffic infrastructure for airport
users, relevant practitioners, and local residents. We changed many of the vehicles to eco-friendly, pollution-free vehicles including
electric, hybrid, and CNG to reduce carbon emissions; thus fulfilling our responsibility of environmental management by introducing
infrastructure for eco-friendly vehicle charging. Moreover, we are realizing an eco-friendly airport by running maglev, a low-noise, lowvibration, dust-free, and eco-friendly transportation means.

Incheon International Airport is planning to construct hydrogen stations to become a lowcarbon, eco-friendly airport. A hydrogen station will be able to charge 50 passenger cars and
10 buses by operating 10 hours a day. Any person who visits Incheon International Airport can
use the service. Hydrogen station 1, which is located near the Sky Garden of Terminal 1, will be
ready in 2020; hydrogen station 2, which is located near Terminal 2, will be ready in 2021. The
service cars and shuttle bus will be converted into hydrogen cars in phases in the future for the
activation of hydrogen mobility in the airport.

7

Eco-friendly, Large-capacity, Low-floor Bus

Service cars

Stage 4

Operation Area

Quantity

Installation Time

Long-stay parking building 1

56

2020

T2 long-stay parking building (Stage 4)

8

2021

Short-stay parking lot of Traffic Center 2

20

2023

Supporting facility parking building

6

2023

Complex No. 2

10

2020

Airport Complex

8

2020

T1 Taxi Stand

2

2020

T2 Taxi Stand

2

2020

T2 long-stay parking building (Stage 3)

12

2023

Total

124

IIAC decided to operate airport ramp buses directly just like in many leading airports overseas
and concluded a contract for the purchase of new eco-friendly ramp buses. Exhaust is
expected to be reduced if 11 diesel ramp buses are replaced with electric ramp buses.
Plan to replace cars with eco-friendly cars
IIAC

Service cars (more than 100 cars) will be replaced with hydrogen and electric cars in 2021.
Shuttle buses will be replaced by 33% (18 buses) in 2023 → 100% replacement in 2030

Airline and operating
company

Service cars will be replaced by 50% by 2025 and by 100% by 2030.

Route bus and taxi

To develop ways (discount on parking fee, etc.) to encourage switching to eco-friendly vehicles

Urban-type Maglev Operation
The urban-type maglev currently being operated by IIAC is a new means of transportation
that runs 8mm above the tracks. It is an eco-friendly means of transportation as it is without
mechanical friction, so it does not cause pollution such as carbon dioxide emission or dusts.
We have 8 existing maglevs that are run across the 6 stations (6.113km from Terminal 1 of
Incheon Airport to Yongyu Station).

APPENDIX

Eco-friendly Electric Ramp Bus

Operation Status and Action Plans of Eco-friendly Vehicle Fuel Stations
Location

IIAC plans to replace superannuated cars gradually with eco-friendly, low-floor buses by
purchasing 7 low-floor hydrogen buses, 2 electric bendy buses, etc. in response to the
activation of the hydrogen economy and increase the convenience of vulnerable road users
and passengers who are carrying baggage. The service will be expanded according to the
establishment of an eco-friendly traffic system.

Over 70

FRIENDLY & PEOPLE

IIAC plans to expand the electric vehicle charging infrastructure according to the new construction and extension of airport facilities
including the construction of the 4th runway and extension of Terminal 2 as part of the Stage 4 construction project to be one of the
world’s TOP 3 airports. The EV charging stations scheduled to be installed in the area of the existing parking lots will be distributed,
including areas that are not included in the Stage 4 areas. The fuel stations will offer quick charging (100kW), and the obligatory
quantity of installation is 124 sets. The number of fuel stations in each will be adjusted considering the purpose of the parking lot
concerned, and more sets will be installed in areas with more demand so that we could contribute to better access and convenience
of passengers.

FRIENDLY & ENERGY

Establishing Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure

Hydrogen
buses

Phase-in Plan for
Introducing Hydrogen
Vehicles
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Carbon Footprint of Incheon International Airport
Direct GHG emissions generated from emissions source owned and controlled by a company
(boiler fuel, vehicle fuel, incineration)

Scope 2

Indirect GHG emissions generated from the use of electricity and steam purchased by a company
(medium-temperature hot water)

FRIENDLY & ENERGY

Scope 3

Other indirect GHG emissions generated from a company’s activities but not owned or controlled
by the company (aircraft emissions, power and medium-temperature hot water used by tenants,
operating companies’ vehicles, passengers and staff’s transport)

IIAC is making efforts to grasp, manage, and reduce GHG emissions directly and indirectly
generated from the airport operation even though they are invisible to the eye.

Scope

Amount of Airport GHG Emissions
As of 2019, unit: tCO₂

2017

2018

2019

Scope 1

23,347

28,131

27,475

Scope 2

172,276

213,536

205,973

Scope 3

1,171,856

1,225,067

1,241,714

*2017 data are changed due to changes in data measurement scope and standard.

CO ₂

CO ₂

CO ₂

CO ₂

5,320 tCO₂

CO ₂

Service cars

CO ₂

CO ₂

Aircraft ascending

19,775 tCO₂

Emissions from incineration facility

143,959 tCO₂
Aircraft takeoff/landing

1,416 tCO₂

CO ₂

Staff’s transport

370,379 tCO₂
Passenger transport

142,723 tCO₂

CO ₂

193,344 tCO₂

CO ₂

277tCO₂

CO ₂

138,979 tCO₂

Tenants’ electricity consumption

31,503 tCO₂

Operating companies

Aircraft auxiliary power unit (APU)

CO ₂

176,905 tCO₂

CO ₂

2,039 tCO₂

Airport electricity consumption

203,480 tCO₂
Aircraft taxi-in/out

Boiler

CO ₂

29,068 tCO₂

Medium-temperature hot water consumption

Sewage treatment

APPENDIX

Category

FRIENDLY & PEOPLE

Scope 1

FRIENDLY & GREEN

How much will the carbon footprint of the airport be?

FRI E N DLY & PEOP L E
IN C H EON IN TE R N ATION A L AIRPORT CORPORATION GREEN REPORT 2020

Space + Culture
Attractions & Cultural Events of Incheon Int’l Airport
People
Stakeholder Interview
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Space+Culture

FRIENDLY & GREEN

Incheon International Airport in the Environmental Era

IIAC planned ‘Eco Up Lounge’, a special space created by recycling traveling bags left at the airport, in commemoration of the 20th
anniversary of IIAC. The lounge was set up on the third floor of Terminal 2 near Gate 253 of the duty-free zone and rest area, decorated
with mini garden, flower bed, chairs, benches, etc. made with abandoned traveling bags and was opened to travelers from April 25
to May 30, 2019. The Eco Up Lounge also played a role in publicizing the efforts and performances of IIAC in environment-friendly
management. IIAC will continue to come up with fresh campaigns in order to publicize the brand value of Incheon International Airport
and give pleasure to travelers while emphasizing the importance and value of recycling of resources.

APPENDIX

IIAC formed the Canola flower garden on 36,000㎡ of land in the Sky Garden near Incheon Airport in order to contribute to the local
community. The Canola flower garden was opened to the public for free for 3 weeks from May 24 to June 16, from 9:30 to 18:00 (17:30
on weekends) including weekends and holidays. As a representative attraction of Incheon International Airport formed on an idle land
(380,000㎡) southeast of the airport, the Sky Garden lets you enjoy the sight of airplanes taking off and landing amid the beautiful
natural scenery. In the fall of 2018, the cosmos flower garden was formed and opened to citizens together with the Canola flower
garden. The event was very well-received by the more than 90,000 visitors. During the event of opening the Sky Garden, IIAC arranged
guides, who are employees of IIAC, for the convenience of visitors and operated an observatory, a large shade canopy, 10 outdoor
tables, and a restroom. In addition, we installed hardwood swings at six spots and additional steppingstones to provide the visitors with
more various things to enjoy.
How to Come to Sky Garden

Public transportation

Exit #1 of Airport Cargo Terminal → Take the airport shuttle bus bound for International Business Complex →
Get off at the temporary bus stop of Sky Garden

Passenger car

From freeway

To Passenger Terminal → Enter in the direction of “Yongyu/Mueui” after passing “Sinbul IC” (right lane) →
Right turn in the direction of “Sky Garden” → Sky Garden cosmos flower garden parking lot (permanent sign)

From Cargo Terminal

“Airport Cargo Terminal Station” of Airport Railroad → in the direction of Sky 72GC (Sky Course) → Sky
Garden cosmos flower garden parking lot (capacity: about 400 cars)

Bicycle

Mini flower bed made by recycling abandoned travel bags

Complete view of Eco Up Lounge reborn as a rest area for travelers

Government Complex → Right turn in the direction of “World Gate” → Sky Garden

Cultural Event of Incheon Airport 2 _ Sky Upcycling Festival
From July 25 to August 23, 2019, IIAC held the ‘Sky Upcycling Festival’ and invited upcycling works made with waste materials such
as waste fabric, leather, paper, etc. and works related to the airport in commemoration of the 20th anniversary of IIAC and the 18th
anniversary of the opening of Incheon International Airport. The purpose of the festival was to publicize the environment-friendly
management performances of IIAC and share the preciousness of resources recycling. The screening of the submitted works and the
awards ceremony were held during the period of the ‘2019 Incheon Airport Sky Festival’ (August 31 ~ September 1, 2019). The finally
selected participants made their works in the ‘Production Zone’ on the first day of the festival with airport or aviation as theme using
the waste materials that they brought with them, and the completed works were exhibited at the ‘Exhibition Zone’. IIAC presented
awards to 20 contestants based on the evaluation of the judges and on-site voting of the spectators of the festival. A total of KRW 10
million in prize money was given to the winners: 1 million won for the grand prize, 700,000 won for the runner-up, 400,000 won for the
excellence award, and 100,000 won for the participation award.

Complete view of Sky Garden’s Canola flower garden at Incheon International Airport

FRIENDLY & PEOPLE

Cultural Event of Incheon Airport 1 _ Eco Up Lounge

FRIENDLY & ENERGY

Attractions of Incheon Airport _ Canola flower garden of Sky Garden

Event for guests at Incheon Airport Sky Festival

Winners of the Sky Upcycling Festival

Closing Ceremony of the Incheon Airport Sky Festival
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People

FRIENDLY & GREEN

Stakeholder Interview

FRIENDLY & ENERGY
FRIENDLY & PEOPLE
APPENDIX

Vice President
of the Facilities Division
of IIAC

Gyeong-yong Lee

Incheon International Airport Corporation is leading a new paradigm with the vision of ‘the world’s leading low-carbon, eco-friendly
airport’. What are the specific implementation strategies and execution plans? The four implementation strategies of IIAC are to advance
eco-friendly management, improve energy efficiency, expand low-carbon operation, and strengthen environmental resources management. In
particular, we changed the energy paradigm in airport operation by establishing 1,010kW new and renewable power generation facilities through
the construction of PV power generation facilities on the parking lot of the Cargo Terminal and installation of 13 additional electric vehicle quick
chargers. Besides, we reinforced energy consumption efficiency through 100% conversion into LED lighting, and we are realizing low-carbon
airport operation by establishing an eco-friendly traffic system with hydrogen buses, electric bendy buses, etc. In addition, we are using the waste
resources generated during the Stage 4 construction work and airport operation and monitoring resources circulation continuously in order to
be an eco-friendly airport. Through the 4 main mid- and long-term strategies, our airport will leap forward to becoming the ‘world’s leading lowcarbon, eco-friendly airport’ that contributes to society and environment instead of being a mere airport to board airplanes.

01

02

03

Gyeong-yong Lee

Woo-young Jeong

Seung-seop Lee

Vice President of the Facilities Division of IIAC

Director of the Air Policy Team of Incheon
Metropolitan City

Manager of Shinsegae Duty-free Shop

I will continue to implement environmentfriendly policies regarding GHG,
wastes, ecological environment, etc.

We will be reborn as an environment-friendly
company by actively participating in energy
conservation together with IIAC.

I will think of our society and
environment first in making the world’s leading
low-carbon, eco-friendly airport.

What areas do you emphasize in order to establish the infrastructure for environment-friendly management? IIAC is doing its best to
introduce various new and renewable energy facilities in keeping with the ‘Renewable Energy 3020’ policy of the government. We will establish
the infrastructure for PV and thermal power generation facilities and fuel cell so that we could convert 20% of the energy consumed at the airport
into new and renewable energy by 2030. In addition, we will realize 100% eco-friendly transportation mobility to respond actively to the carbonneutral growth policy and fine dust reduction policy of the government.
What do you think IIAC should improve from now on in order to expand environmental values and raise the status of the airport
operation company? While it is important to improve the airport operation ability and management capacity of IIAC, it is also essential to pursue
the growth of the company with a sense of responsibility for society and environment. IIAC is committed to sharing and returning its values to
society for win-win growth together with the community beyond simply giving. I will do my best for the convenience of the people who are in need
of energy by sharing the social values of our corporation with society through continuous social contribution programs.
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Director of the Air Policy
Team of Incheon
Metropolitan City

Manager of
Shinsegae
Duty-free Shop

Woo-young Jeong

Seung-seop Lee

Will you please explain about the air environment policy of Incheon Metropolitan City? Incheon is a city where various factors related to
the air environment of Korea exist permanently (with 9 power plants, general national infrastructure, and 12 industrial complexes). In relation to this,
we established the ‘2024 General Measures to Reduce Fine Dusts’ to achieve the goal of reducing ultrafine dust (PM2.5) by 18㎍/㎥by 2014 and
by 15㎍/㎥ (environmental standard) by 2030. Specifically, we will prepare effective countermeasures through the joint efforts of the civil sector,
government, industrial circles, and academe while encouraging the business entities discharging much pollutant to set their own reduction goal
and participate in the movement voluntarily. In addition, we are concentrating our administrative power on making a ‘city where we can live happily
without worries of fine dust’ by designating intensive fine dust control zones.
What do you think is needed for the sustainable operation of the aeronautical infrastructure of Incheon? I think it will be necessary to
manage various sources of pollution systematically for the improvement of the air environment in the airport. In particular, in order to reduce the
exhaust from airplanes, which account for the biggest portion among all emissions, we have to expand the installation of AirCraft-Ground Power
Supply (AC-GPS) to inspect the exhaust of cars running within the airport and prohibit the operation of cars that emit exhaust in excess of the
allowable standard. Above all, it is necessary to spur the reduction and improvement of pollutants according to priorities through the inspection
of emission of air pollutants by the airport itself and implement environment-friendly policies continuously for noise, GHG, wastes, ecological
environment, etc. by deploying environmental experts in the field.
What can you say about the method of cooperation between IIAC and Incheon Metropolitan Government for the low-carbon, ecofriendly operation of the airport? First, we have to continue making efforts to reduce air pollutants. IIAC is participating in the ‘Incheon Clean
Corporations Council,’ which has been hosted by the Incheon Metropolitan Government since 2016, and is actively cooperating in making a ‘Clean
Incheon’ by reducing the exhaust of aircraft, cars, and equipment and establishing environment-friendly energy charging stations. We also have
to cooperate for the realization of social values and contribution to the local community. For example, there is a joint CSV project implemented for
supporting the life of citizens through the reduction of fine dusts and creation of jobs. Besides, the ‘One Company, One Mountain Cultivation’ and
‘One Company, One Stream Cultivation’ campaigns are being implemented to advertise the famous mountains and streams of Incheon so that
we could have a mindset of protecting nature. I expect Incheon International Airport to be one of the three major airports of the world once the
Stage 4 construction work is completed as the hub airport in Northeast Asia. I hope it will be able to position itself as a famous low-carbon, ecofriendly airport that can attract people from all over the world.

Selected as a superior commercial facility in energy conservation in 2019

What do you think is the value of the eco-friendly energy management being implemented by IIAC? IIAC continues planning and
implementing strategies with environment-friendly management as the theme. Accordingly, tenant companies, subsidiaries, and partner
companies hold classes, campaigns, and workshops every year to conduct activities related to environment-friendly management. We at
Shinsegae Duty-free Shop are actively participating in the energy conservation policy in partnership with IIAC. We will be able to contribute to
making Incheon International Airport a pleasant, environment-friendly airport if we are united in our efforts.
Your shop was selected as a superior company in energy conservation in 2019. What does Shinsegae Duty-free Shop pursue with
respect to environment-friendly management? Shinsegae Duty-free Shop is practicing various ways of energy conservation even though
we are only one of the tenant companies. We train our staff members to have a mindset of ‘observing the basics’. We also have in our Group
an energy efficiency TF team that diagnoses energy consumption patterns and get external consulting services. Shinsegae will establish future
energy innovation strategies including how to use new technologies and new & renewable energy and keep making efforts to be reborn as a
leading environment-friendly company.
What do you think IIAC should do in order to be reborn as a low-carbon, eco-friendly company together with tenant companies and
partner companies? Incheon International Airport is carrying out various activities including improvement of energy efficiency and expansion of
low-carbon operation with the vision of becoming the world’s leading low-carbon, eco-friendly airport. If IIAC could develop programs wherein
many people from tenant companies and partner companies could participate, such as operation of environment protection council and
production of Incheon Airport Eco Point in addition to IIAC’s own activities, I think such programs could realize synergy effects for the increase of
the growth engine.
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Environmental Performance

ENERGY
Category

Subcategory

Unit

Medium-temperature hot water
Amount of energy
consumption

Others

TJ

Total

Capacity of new and
renewable energy facilities

Geothermal
Fast charging
Slow charging

kW

Units

Waste heat generation
Waste heat usage in resource
recovery facility

On-site usage

Ton

Sold amount

3,266

4,087

4,217

671

757

660

73

107

178

4,010

4,951

5,055

0.00165

0.00187

0.00186

4,951

5,832

6,842

8,195

8,195

8,195

13

25

39

11

11

11

80,061

86,077

90,433

40,708

42,751

40,881

39,353

43,326

49,552

2017

2018

2019

17,509

20,105

20,872

1,402

1,516

1,825

13,896

23,544

31,108

32,807

45,164

53,805

WASTE
Category

Subcategory

Unit

General waste
Waste generation

Designated waste
Construction waste

Ton

Total waste generated
Recycling amount

Ton

19,135

28,063

38,172

Recycling rate

%

58

62

71

Incineration

Ton

12,493

15,490

13,964

Landfill

Ton

1,179

1,610

1,669

Ice removal/prevention solution treatment

Ton

8,979

8,183

8,236

Waste treatment

APPENDIX

Electric vehicle
charging stations

PV

TJ/KRW 1 million

2019

FRIENDLY & PEOPLE

Energy base unit usage (emissions/revenue)

2018

FRIENDLY & ENERGY

Electricity

2017

FRIENDLY & GREEN

A PPEN DI X
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WATER

Materiality Assessment
2019

Water usage

㎥

2,039,943

2,404,367

2,293,037

Water base unit usage

ℓ/ Revenue

0.83926

0.90694

0.84588

Sewage generation

㎥

5,232,007

6,062,198

6,439,329

Recycling

㎥

3,274,577

3,436,549

3,680,145

COD (legal standard 20)

3.60

4.70

6.5

BOD (legal standard 10)

0.40

0.40

0.5

0.70

0.50

0.6

T-N (legal standard 20)

3.31

4.90

4.4

STEP 1.

T-P (legal standard 2)

0.16

0.18

0.2

Issue pooling

Urban water reuse1)

898,413

1,353,920

1,377,431

Landscaping

752,859

418,376

751,532

972,502

953,864

1,205,489

Others

650,803

710,389

345,683

STEP 2.

Total

3,274,577

3,436,549

3,680,135

Issue analysis

2017

2018

2019

23,346

28,131

31,344

188,987

232,101

230,375

STEP 3.

212,333

260,232

261,719

Priority evaluation

0.08736

0.09794

0.09655

Sulfur dioxide (SO2)

0.006

0.006

0.006

Carbon monoxide (CO)

0.4

0.5

0.5

0.018

0.020

0.020

0.038

0.040

0.040

46(45)

39(39)

40

27(26)

22(22)

23

89

61

52

31

29

23

1.13

1.21

1.64

Sulfur dioxide (SO2) - legal standard 18

0.17

0.07

0.00

Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) - legal stand-ard 50

2.77

3.21

5.99

7.35

6.58

4.43

1.86

1.69

1.71

SS (legal standard 10)

Industrial

ppm

㎥

IIAC analyzed the trend of global sustainability management, major report issues in the industry, and internal and external environment
in order to identify its major sustainability management issues. The issue pool related to sustainable management was then prepared
after the review of global initiatives, benchmarking, media analysis, etc., and the key issues were identified by grasping the business
impact and opinions and needs of stakeholders through the process of materiality test.
*The overall report was developed in accordance with the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Standards.

Process of Materiality Assessment

EMISSION
Subcategory

Unit

Direct emission
GHG emissions 2)

Indirect emission

tCO²

Total
Base unit emission(emission/revenue)

Atmosphere
monitoring of airport
and nearby region 3)

Nitrogen dioxide (NO2)

Ultrafine dust (PM2.5)*
Indoor parking lot – legal standard 200
Passenger terminal and concourse – legal standard 150
Dust (PM) - legal standard 26
Result of emission
measurement of
resource recovery facility 4)

ppm

Ozone (O2)
Fine dust (PM10)*

Indoor fine dust
concentration

tCO² / KRW 1 million

Carbon monoxide (CO) - legal stand-ard 50
Hydrogen chloride (HCI) - legal standard 15

2) 2016~2017 data are changed due to changes in data measurement scope and standard.
3) Average of measurement results of 3 real-time atmosphere monitoring stations
4) Average of measurement results of 2 incinerators
*PM10, PM2.5 measured excluding days of yellow dust

㎍/㎥

㎍/㎥
mg/㎥

ppm

Review external evaluation items

Media analysis

We reviewed the international standard indices of sustainable management report guidelines (GRI G4) and collected the
sustainability issues of the same global environment-friendly industry and the existing key issues of IIAC and prepared a pool of
52 issues through an analysis of external assessment items and the media.

1) Urban water reuse: toilet cleaning water, cleaning water, cleaning/sprinkling water

Category

Collect issues

Stakeholder Impact

Business Relevance Review

Global Benchmarking
International standard indices (GRI Standards, ISO26000, DJSI),
trend of Green Report both at home and abroad, etc. were
reviewed.
Media Research
Effective media reports related to IIAC from January to December
2019 were analyzed.
Internal Document Review
Review was done based on internal pending issues, mid- and
long-term management strategy and direction, management
evaluation report, etc.

Survey
The importance and characteristics of environmental management
for each stakeholder were identified, and a survey was conducted
among internal and external stakeholders including executives and
employees of the company, customers, and partner companies.
Internal Policy
The business impact and level of response of IIAC to each issue
were reviewed through the persons in charge of sustainable
management in the company.

Key Issue Selection
We selected the key issues through materiality assessment, and the identified key issues were handled with priority in the pages concerned.

Materiality Assessment Matrix
We identified 10 key issues of eco-friendly
management. The identified 19 environmental
issues are deal with in detail in largely two core
parts (Friendly & Green, Friendly & Energy)
considering Stakeholder Impact and Business
Relevance.

HIGH
⑥
Energy conservation
and efficiency
improvement
⑧
Aircraft GHG reduction
⑩
Establishing EV
charging infra

④
Minimizing
environmental
impacts

GREEN
ENERGY

①
Sharing
eco-friendly
values

⑤
Expanding the
application of new &
renewable energy

⑦
Shared growth with the
⑨
Operating a local community and
low-carbon related organizations
Green apron

②
Realizing an
eco-friendly airport

③
Advancing
the environment
monitoring system

HIGH
LOW

Business Relevance

APPENDIX

2018

FRIENDLY & PEOPLE

Heavy water reuse by type

2017

FRIENDLY & ENERGY

Monitoring of
pollutants from
heavy water emissions

Unit

FRIENDLY & GREEN

Water resource
management

Subcategory

Stakehloder Impact

Category

52

53
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Global Initiatives - UN SDGs

Independent Assurance Statement

IIAC intends to contribute to achieving the SDGs by supporting the UN SDGs, responding to tasks for sustainable development,
identifying future business opportunities, and strengthening sustainability values. In particular, we are endeavoring to achieve the SDGs
as the world’s leading low-carbon, eco-friendly airport through the activities described below.

- Strengthening water resources preservation and heavy water use
- Wastewater and ice removal/prevention solution
- Biodiversity conservation

Affordable, Clean Energy

- Operating Energy management system (ISO50001), energy management system (ISO14001)
- Promoting the GHG target management system
- Energy saving assessment (tenants and commercial facilities)
- Expanding new and renewable energy

Industry, Innovation, and
Infra-structure

- Facilitating overseas business
- Terminal 2 opening
- Promoting the 4-step construction project

Sustainable Cities and
Commu-nities

Climate Action

Life on Land

- Social contribution program
- Noise control
- In pursuit of a low-carbon, eco-friendly airport

- Airport carbon certification of ACI
- GHG Emissions Trading Scheme
- Securing low-carbon, eco-friendly traffic
- Eco-friendly facilities including high-efficiency equipment
- Creating a pine tree forest (Vista Park) in Terminal 2 entry road
- Biodiversity conservation
- Creating the World Peace Forest
- Environmental purification activities in the community

After reviewing the ‘2020 Green Report’, I would like to propose the following suggestions that will hopefully be helpful in
making a more substantial report:
According to the materiality assessment, IIAC identified 10 key issues of environmental management every year and made
the report based on such. Nonetheless, it seems necessary to maintain consistency to compare the Green Reports of
2018, 2019, and 2020. It will be necessary to make a classification system for the issue pool related to low-carbon, ecofriendly management and present the issues positioned at the same level in the classification system at the time of materiality
assessment by managing and examining the issues. By doing so, it will be possible to maintain consistency of the issue pool
and grasp the change of recognition of stakeholders and respond to them. In addition, an explanation about a key issue
whose rank has changed significantly from the previous year will make this report a much better one.
The core of social responsibility is the participation and communication of stakeholders. In the process of materiality
assessment, IIAC not only collects the opinions of stakeholders but also reflects the evaluation and expectation of low-carbon,
eco-friendly management through separate interviews with stakeholders. ‘2020 Green Report’ contains the opinion of an
executive of IIAC as the internal stakeholder, a tenant company, and the regulatory authority of Incheon Metropolitan City
as the opinions of external stakeholders. I believe the report will be able to secure more reliability if the voice of more diverse
stakeholders such as an NGO, which is a critical voice of the local community about the activities of IIAC, is included in the
interviews.
I hope the airport will be the No. 1 airport in the world both in name and reality through the successful implementation of lowcarbon, eco-friendly management by IIAC.

Jong-oh Lee
Director of the Korea Sustainability Investing Forum
Director of the Office of the Secretary of CDP in Korea

APPENDIX

Clean Water and Sanitation

For the ‘2020 Green Report’, IIAC introduces its vision, strategies, and goals related to low-carbon, eco-friendly management
and the major projects it is implementing to achieve the goals. IIAC established 4 main implementation strategies (advancing
eco-friendly management, improving energy efficiency, expanding low-carbon operation, and strengthening environmental
resources management) and 12 core implementation tasks under the eco-friendly management vision of becoming ‘the
world’s leading low-carbon, eco-friendly airport’ to be executed throughout the company. It is especially noteworthy that IIAC
made efforts to change the airport from an energy-consuming airport to an energy-independent airport in the era of climatic
change. The report seems to state the multifaceted efforts and performance of IIAC appropriately from a material viewpoint,
reflecting the opinions of stakeholders.

FRIENDLY & PEOPLE

UN SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals)
SDGs are the goals to be achieved by the UN and the international society together by 2030 in order to address
poverty throughout the world and realize sustainable development. They are the follow-up agenda of the Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs), which provided an important framework of development from 2000 to 2015. SDGs
were adopted in September 2015 and are composed of 17 goals and 169 specific goals.
Web. sustainabledevelopment.un.org

Incheon International Airport Corporation (IIAC) aims to be No. 1 in the world in Airport Throughput Units (ATU) and record
KRW 5 trillion in sales by 2030 by leaping forward to becoming a global professional airport group. Such goal cannot be
achieved without efforts to secure ‘sustainability’ in the age of shift of paradigm. ‘Environment’ is a core area in sustainability.
In this regard, IIAC has published the Green Report continuously since 1995 to report performances of green management to
stakeholders.

FRIENDLY & ENERGY

*

The world is now facing an age of conversion -- conversion from exclusive growth into inclusive growth, from shareholder
capitalism into stakeholder capitalism, and from high-carbon growth into low-carbon growth. Such conversion simply means
the fundamental change in the way a business entity makes and spends money.

FRIENDLY & GREEN

Eco-friendly Management of UN SDGs* & IIAC
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INCHEON INT ERNAT IO NA L A IRP ORT CO R PO R AT I O N
GREE N R EP ORT 202 0

IN CHEON INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT CORPORATION
G REEN REPORT 2020

Verification opinion on Incheon International Airport Corporation’s greenhouse gas emission and energy
consumption statement in 2019

Disclosures

We performed verification based on the verification guideline for the management of green-house
gas emission right trading system (Notice No. 2018-70 of the Ministry of Environ-ment), Guideline
for reporting and certification of emission under the greenhouse gas emis-sion right trading system
(Notice No. 2018-73 of the Ministry of Environment), and monitor-ing plan distributed to NGMS
(MPM21001000042019003) and related standards.

12

301-01 Materials used by weight or volume

-

301-02 Recycled input materials used

22, 49-50

301-03 Reclaimed products and their packaging materials

N/A

302-01 Energy consumption within the organization

49

302-02 Energy consumption outside of the organization

49

302-03 Energy intensity

49

302-04 Reduction of energy consumption

30-31, 34-35, 49

302-05 Reductions in the energy requirements of products and services

30-31, 34-35, 49

303-01 Interactions with water as a shared resource

22, 50

303-02 Management of water discharge-related impacts

22, 50

303-03 Water intake

22, 50

303-04 Water drainage

22, 50

303-05 Water consumption

22, 50

304-01 Operational sites owned, leased, managed in, or adjacent to protected areas and areas of high biodiversity value
outside protected areas

-

304-02 Major impacts of activities, products, and services on biodiversity

23

304-03 Habitats protected or restored

23

304-04 IUCN Red List species and national conservation list species with habitats in areas affected by operations

23

305-01 Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions

38-39, 50

305-02 Indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions

38-39, 50

305-03 Other indirect (Scope 3) GHG emissions

38-39, 50

305-04 GHG emissions intensity

38-39, 50

305-05 Reduction of GHG emissions

38-39, 50

305-06 Emissions of ozone-depleting substances (ODS)

38-39, 50

305-07 Nitrogen oxides (NOx), sulfur oxides (Sox), and other major air emissions

38-39, 50

306-01 Water discharge by quality and destination

50

306-02 Waste by type and disposal method

22-23, 49

306-03 Major spills

N/A

306-04 Transport of hazardous waste

23

306-05 Water bodies affected by water discharges and/or runoff

20

Environmental
Compliance

307-01 Noncompliance with environmental laws and regulations

N/A

Supplier Environmental Assessment

308-01 Ratio of new suppliers that were screened using environmental criteria

-

308-02 Negative environmental impacts in the supply chain and actions taken

-

Materials

Energy

Water and Effluents

Verification
procedure

Limitation in
verification

Verification
opinion

Verification was conducted for the statement of GHG emissions according to the verification standard
above, and the level of guarantee of verification was planned and executed for reasonable guarantee.

This verification applied the sampling method according to the verification plan recognized by the
National Institute of Environmental Research for the statement of GHG emissions and related data,
information, sys-tem, etc. provided by ‘Incheon International Airport Corporation’ based on the
verification standard above. Therefore, the verification has limitations owing to the detection error that
may occur due to the limitations of sampling.

There was an error in the 2019 statement of GHG emissions of ‘Incheon International Airport
Corporation’ due to the aforesaid limitation in verification. Since it is less than the 5.0% materiality set
in the verification guidelines, however, the GHG emissions included in the statement are deemed
‘appropriate’.

Biodiversity

Emissions

※ Materiality calculation method = [Sum of emissions according to uncorrected error evaluation (%) /
Total GHG emissions finally reported in the statement] × 100

Overall opinion

It has been confirmed through the verification that the GHG emissions and energy consumption
amount of ‘Incheon International Airport Corporation’ in 2019 were collected, prepared, and reported
properly ac-cording to the relevant guidelines, and the major discharge facilities (facilities that account
for 95% or more of the total GHG emissions) as well as the amount of small quantity discharge facilities
were calculated and reported without omission.

Verification agency
Representative

Korean Foundation for Quality
Jeong Gi-Seung

Effluents and Waste

APPENDIX

103-02 Management approach

FRIENDLY & PEOPLE

Verification
standard

The Korea Foundation for Quality performed verification on Incheon International Airport Corporation’s
greenhouse gas emission and energy consumption statement in 2018.

Environmental Performance (GRI 300)

FRIENDLY & ENERGY

Verification
subject

Topic

Page

FRIENDLY & GREEN

GRI Index

INTRODUCTION

Greenhouse Gas Emissions Verification Report

www.airport.kr
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